RksumB. -Les proprietes thermodynamiques des melanges diluks de cristaux liquide nkmatique sont considkrkes, en se basant sur le modkle statistique de Humphries, James et Luckhurst. En particulier, la dkpendance de la pente initiale des lignes de skparation de phases en fonction #interactions orientationnelles entre les molQules du solvant et du solutk est analysee en dktail.
1. Introduction. - The statistical model of multicomponent system of the nematic liquid crystals has been developed in a series of works [l] by Humphries, James and Luckhurst (HJL) . When applied to the binary nematic mixture, the model predicts that the nematic transition takes place in two steps ; the IC-transition from the completely isotropic (I) phase to the intermediate coexisting (C) phase at the temperature T,, and the CN-transition from the C phase to the entirely nematic (N) phase at T,. The phase diagram and the other thermodynamical properties of the model are governed by the following parameters ; the orientational interaction constants (i, j = 1, 2) between the constituent molecules and their Van der Waals volumes V, and V,.
Thorough investigation of the model has' been done by HJL and Martire et al. in the case where the second molecules are quasi-spherical, E,, = 0. Especially, Martire et al. [2] derived the expressions of the initial slopes of the phase boundary lines P,, = -dT:,,/dx in terms of the ratio of the Van der Waals volumes VJV, We try here to generalize the relations (1) to the case where the guest molecule is also a nematogen with non-zero interaction constant 2. Free energy differences. - We confine ourselves in the dilute limit (X < 1) of the guest molecules, and expand the HJL-free energy expressions around the point (To, X = 0) in the phase diagram in powers of X and temperature deviation
In the first order, the free energy difference AF" (or AFm) between the C-phase and I-phase (or N-phase) is given by Here N is the total number of molecules and the constants a and y are introduced by
Here, T& = Ti,,/T0 are the reduced IC-and CNtransition temperatures, To being the nematic transition temperature of the host nematogens, and X is the mole fraction of the guest molecules in the mixture.
These are the functions of s12/sll through the orientational partition function Z,,
The function Y(z) in the eq. (2) is of the form i) the effect of the host-guest orientational interaction is expressed by the function Z,,, eq. (4), and ii) the crossover of the signature of the slopes pi," occurs for the set of parameters V2/ Vl and ~~~l e~ related by as shown in figure 1. The relation (7) defines a curve in the V2/V1 vs. e l z / e l l plane as shown in figure 2 . The phase diagram will look like the one, shown by insets, in each region on the plane.
